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Greetings from GCCI!
We all celebrated
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January, Happy Republic Day with:

Freedom in the Mind,
Strength in the Words,
Pureness in our Souls,
Zeal in our Hearts and
Felt proud to be an INDIAN
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During the month of January,2017 vibrant winds gust harder in the state of Gujarat and
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investment promises, the hallmark of Vibrant Gujarat Summit, rained heavily at the coveted
business meet with a total of Rs. 20 lacs crore plus. The summit witnessed large scale new
investments in port sector which added more vibrancy to our maritime economy.
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which will envisage that concerned department and agencies of Government of Gujarat would

Anuj Sharma

facilitate KPT in obtaining clearances approvals etc. as per extent policies. Further, this has led

Members

to development of a coastal economic unit at Kandla.
One step forward, KPT has offered now rebates / concessions on EXIM Cargo of specified
different commodities with reference to SOR subject for achieving specified norms and has also
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increased threshold limit for the charge-less conversion from 50 sq. mtrs. to 65 sq. mtrs. for the
conversion of Lease Hold to Free Hold of residential plots of Gandhidham and Adipur.
While taking the cashless call of the Government, the success for mobile financial services

Co-ordinated by

mainly depends on usability, cost, efficiencies, interoperability, security for transactions and it

Ashok P. Vora
Arpan Vachharajani

should be available even on low-end feature phones.
Lastly, good news flowing that Kandla Port is likely to cross target of 106 MNT Cargo in current
financial year 2016-2017.
We always welcome the creative suggestion on the News Letter from our readers.
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How to be a Successful Exporter?

Seminar organised by the Additional Director of Foreign Trade, Ahmedabad jointly with Federation of Indian Export
Organisations (FIEO), Ahmedabad Chapter & The Gandhidham Chamber of Commerce & Industry was held in
Amarchand Singhvi Conference Hall, Chamber Bhavan, Gandhidham on 19.01.2017. The seminar was an endeavour
under the ’Niryat Bandhu Scheme’ for the benefit of exporters. Shri Dinesh Gupta, President Gandhidham
Chamber in his welcome address highlighted the objects of seminar and hoped that the participants will achieve the
systemic export of their products.
The Chief Guest Shri D P Mahapatra, ITS, Addl. DGFT, Ahmedabad at the outset he apprised the participants about
the infrastructure, marketing, law of permissibility, packaging and price rate etc. which are required to access the
market and to become a successful exporter under the Government’s various schemes on system of economy. Under
the Niryat Bandhu Scheme organised by the government, Shri Abhimaniu Sharma, ITS, Dy. DGFT, Ahmedabad
mentioned 4 alphabetical words L I F E means L = Learn, I = Identify, F = Find out, E = Export.
He stressed the
need that the government has lot of schemes whereas it is on the part of exporter to search BUYER on net to sustain
in world market just for cheaper export by saving duties and withstanding competition, providing quality and price
product.
Shri Jayprakash Goel, Head FIEO, Gujarat described how to trace the buyer? He mentioned a site Indian Trade
Portal from where one can share the knowledge to access the buyer. In addition, he suggested accessing the Portal –
4 to know the H.S. Code of the product. The seminar was further addressed by Shri C B Kotak, Dy. Director, Export
Inspection Agency(EIA), Gandhidham with brief details about function of Export Inspection Council. He apprised
about the specification for commodities meant for export and informed that the laboratories are testing the export
goods within the design frame work of quality assurance. The brief information upon issuance of Preferential
Certificate of Origin, Health Certificate and Non-GMO Certificate by the EIA was also given by Shri Kotak. The
information on grant of Spot Loan Fund for MSMEs and Secured Business Financing Schemes besides subsidy
schemes by the Gujarat Government was given by Shri Manilal Chaudhary, Dy. G.M., SIDBI, Gujarat. Similarly, Shri
Hemal Mehta and Shri Dhiren Panchal of YES Bank explained the bank providing various loans at competitive rates
in present market. They mentioned the Equalization benefit on Interest Rate for Trade Transaction by the bank. Shri
R. Subramanya, Advocate Taxation (Exports) briefed the audience about Tax Compliance and Procedures for Exports.
After the question answer session, the seminar, conducted through power point presentation was hoped to be
successfully ended to the expectation of participants.
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Celebration of Republic Day

The Gandhidham Chamber of Commerce & Industry celebrated 68th Republic Day by unfurling national flag by Vice
President Shri Babubhai Humbal on 26th January at the compound of GCCI. The celebration ceremony was well
attended by Chamber’s past Presidents Mr. K M Thacker, Mr. Parasmal Nahata, Office Bearers Hon. Secretary - Mr.
Murlidhar Jagani, Hon. Jt. Secretary – Mr. Aashish Joshi, Treasurer – Mr. Rewa Kalwani, the members of the
Managing Committee, representatives of various associations and business fraternity of Gandhidham – Adipur
complex. All saluted the national flag followed by singing of national anthem in national spirit.
The Vice president Shri Babubhai Humbal, in his brief key-note address, reminded all about the importance of the
day which is the result of blessings and efforts of our martyrs, politicians, soldiers and saints during freedom struggle
which now enables us to celebrate this day with proud. He also appealed all to fight terrorism unitedly. He also recalled
about loss of human lives during earthquake on 26th January, 2001 and all paid tributes by observing two minutes’
silence.

UP COMING EVENTS
Dt. 16.02.2017

A Motivational Talk - દિવ્ય ચેતનાની શક્તત
Speaker: Dr. B. H. Somaiya

Dt. 23.02.2017
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SHORT NEWS
GST: Exporters to get 90% duty refund within
seven days

Adani Ports to develop 3rd phase of Mundra Port
for Rs 6,000cr

The finance ministry has agreed to refund 90% of the
duties paid by exporters in the process of
manufacturing items for export within a period of
seven days under the Goods and Services Tax (GST)
regime.

Adani Ports and SEZ Ltd will invest Rs 6,000 crore for
the development of third phase of Mundra Port.

The issue was raised at a meeting of state industry
ministers under the Trade Promotion and
Development Council, chaired by commerce and
industry minister Nirmala Sitharaman.
READ MORE

The upcoming capacity expansion of Mundra Port,
touted as one of the top multi-purpose ports in the
country in terms of traffic held, would lead to
employment generation for 600 people, sources said.
READ MORE

Gujarat govt and Railway ministry ink MOUs
worth Rs. 275 crore

Government to simplify customs norms, to reach
out to ports, airports, border areas

Government of Gujarat and Railway ministry have
signed MOUs worth Rs. 275 crore. Under which inland
container depot at Rajkot and logistic park to be built
up in Dahej with support of Container Corporation of
India (CCI), Government of India undertaking.

The government plans to sensitise ports, airports,
border areas, tier-II states and land customs stations
about a global trade agreement that seeks to expedite
movement of goods and simplify customs procedures.

The MOUs were made with Gujarat Infrastructure
Board and GIDC in presence of Gujarat Chief Minister
Vijay Rupani and Deputy Chief Minister Nitin Patel.
READ MORE

App named 'SEZ India' launched by Commerce
Ministry
A Mobile app named “SEZ India” has been launched by
the Commerce Secretary on 06.1.2017. SEZ Division,
Department of Commerce under its broader eGovernance initiative i.e. SEZ Online System, has
developed mobile app for Special Economic Zones
(SEZs). Commerce Secretary launched the app and
mentioned that the App would help the SEZ Units and
Developers to find information easily and track their
transactions on SEZ Online System. Now the SEZ
Developers & Units can file all their transactions
digitally through SEZ Online system and track the
status on the go through the SEZ India mobile app.
READ MORE

The commerce department is set to begin an outreach
programme in a fortnight to make industry aware of
the simplified norms under the World Trade
Organisation’s Trade Facilitation Agreement which is
expected to come into force this month.
READ MORE

DP World Committing $1 Billion to India
DP World Chairman and CEO, Sultan Ahmed Bin
Sulayem, has announced plans to encourage
sustainable growth in India’s maritime and inland
trade with investments of more than USD $1 billion
over the next few years.
Sulayem outlined the importance of innovation and
opportunities for investors in trade, logistics and the
maritime sector at a Global CEOs' meeting at the
Vibrant Gujarat Global Summit in Ahmedabad, India,
chaired by the country’s Prime Minister Shri.
Narendra Modi.
READ MORE

Airbus plans chopper, military transport aircraft unit in Gujarat: J.N. Singh
France-based aircraft maker Airbus is looking at setting up a plant to manufacture military transport aircraft
and helicopters at Dholera in Gujarat, state chief secretary J.N. Singh said on Thursday. During the Vibrant
Gujarat Global Summit, Airbus signed an MoU with the state government for infrastructure development near
the proposed Dholera International Airport. It is about 100 km from the Ahmedabad International Airport, in
the Dholera Special Investment Region.
READ MORE

Click on

REVISED MODEL GST LAW
November, 2016

Don’t wait, the time will never be just right.
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Cabinet approves Listing of Government owned
General Insurance Companies at the stock
exchanges

Crew Kidnapping Reaches 10-Year High

The Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs, chaired
by the Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi has given
its ‘in principle’ approval for listing the following five
Government owned General Insurance Companies in
the stock exchanges. The shareholding of these Public
Sector General Insurance Companies (PSGICs) will be
divested from 100 percent to 75 percent in one or more
tranches over a period of time.
READ MORE

More crew were kidnapped at sea in 2016 than in any
of the previous 10 years, despite global piracy reaching
its lowest levels since 1998, the ICC International
Maritime Bureau's (IMB) annual piracy report has
revealed.
In its 2016 report, IMB has also recorded 191 incidents
of piracy and armed robbery on the world's seas. This
has increased by 93 incidents since IMB’s global piracy
report for the first half of 2016 when it announced that
piracy and armed robbery at sea has fallen to its lowest
levels since 1995.
READ MORE

Notice by Gujarat Commercial Tax
 Extension of Vat-Vechanvera
Samadhan Yojna

 Extension for audit report of
2015-2016

Notice by Kandla Customs
Various Notice issued in 2017 till date

Circular from Kandla Port Trust
Rebates / Concessions in Scale of Rates
upto 31.12.2017

The most wasted of days is one without laughter.
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WELCOME NEW MEMBERS
Sr.
No.
1

Member
No.
3053

Name & Address of the Member

2

3054

FRIENDS IMPEX

3

3055

SHAILJA SHIPPING

4

3056

SHAURYA TRADE IMPEX PVT. LTD.

Business

AASTHA SALT INDUSTRIES PVT. LTD.

107 B, Chetna Chamber,
Opp. Central Bank, Plot No. 38,
Sector - 9, Gandhidham
sunilmenghani1985@gmail.com
BBZ S 49 & 50, Zanda Chowk,
Gandhidham (Kutch)
mail@friendsgroupindia.com
B - 644, NU - 4,
Sapna Nagar,
Gandhidham - Kachchh
bmsoni4667@gmail.com
2nd Floor, Shop Unit 7,
Ward 7 B, Gandhidham (Kutch)
stephen@richies.co.in

5

3057

SEASCAPE SHIPPING LOGISTICS PVT. LTD.

6

3058

TEXPOLY IMPEX

2nd Floor, Shop Unit 7,
Ward 7 B,
Gandhidham (Kutch)
stephen@richies.co.in

Manufacturing
98300 37047
90996 86848

Sushil Kumar
Agarwal
Sunil Ramchand
Menghani

Trading & Export
of Goods &
Commodities
98252 26091
98252 31646
Custom Broker
94280 80862

Ashok A. Singhvi
Mukesh B.
Singhvi

Trading
98242 25898
99242 05898

Stephen
Fernandez
Archana
Fernandez
Stephen
Fernandez
Abhishek
Pandey

Shipping
98242 25898
98257 29906
Mixed Used
Clothing
98250 13363
99783 82818

Shed No. 177-178, Sector - 1,
Shed No. 283 & 293, Sector - 3,
KASEZ, Gandhidham - Kachchh
admin@texpolyimpex.com

Representative

Bipin M. Soni

Gulab Gidwani
Ravindran

IMPORTANT REPRESENTATIONS
Sr.
No.
1

Date
05.01.2017

Represented to

Subject

શ્રી વિજયભાઈ રૂપાણી,

આગામી બજેટ સંદભે કચ્છ જજલ્લાને લગતા સુચનો

માનવનય મુખ્યમંત્રીશ્રી, ગુજરાત રાજ્ય
શ્રી વનવતનભાઈ પટે લ,
2

05.01.2017

3

10.01.2017

4

25.01.2017

5

6

25.01.2017

28.01.2017
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માનવનય નાયબ મુખ્યમંત્રીશ્રી, ગુજરાત રાજ્ય
The Chairman,
Gujarat Urja Vikas Nigam Ltd.,
Vadodara
Shri Nitin Gadkari
Hon’ble Minister of Road & Transport,
New Delhi
શ્રી.મુકુલભાઈ ગાંધી,

To expedite the approval of the proposal of the
bifurcation of Sub-Davison of Adipur – Kachchh

કલેકટરશ્રી, કચ્છ જજલ્લો, ભુજ

એચ.ટી. લાઇન પસાર થિાના લીધે બબન ઉપયોગી હોિાની

Installation of scanners (Radiological Detection
Equipments) at Mundra Port
મેઘપર – બોરીચીનો નિો તૈયાર થયેલ ’ફ્લાય ઓિર’
બાબતે

ડિવિઝનલ ફાયર ઓફીસર,

ઇમર્જન્સી રીસ્પોન્સ સેંટર દ્વારા સેિા આપિાનાં ચાજીસ અને

ઇમરજન્સી રીસ્પોન્સ સેંટર, ગાંધીધામ

તેની પ્રડકયા

Shri Ravi Parmar
Chairman, Kandla Port Trust
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(Standard Operation Procedure) સંદભે

માડહતી આપિા બાબત

Request to release ‘Conveyance Deed’ of SRC Plots
for the conversion to free hold
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Stay close to anything that makes you glad you are alive.
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Be the change that you wish to see in the worild.
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DECISION TREES FOR DECISION MAKING
A decision tree is a graphical representation of possible solution to decision based on certain conditions. Since, it
starts with a single box (or root) which then branches off into a number of solutions just like a tree, it is called a
decision tree. It is also a non-parametric supervised learning method used for classification and regression. The
goal is to create a model that predicts the value of a target variable by leaving simple decision rules inferred from
the data features.
Decision tree are a simple, but powerful form of multiple variable analysis. They provide unique capabilities to
supplement, complement and substitute for




traditional statistical forms of analysis,
a variety of data mining tools and techniques,
recently developed multidimensional forms of reporting and analysis found in the field of business
intelligence.

The decision tree consists of nodes that form a rooted tree, meaning it is a directed tree with a node called ‘root’
that has no incoming edges. All other nodes have exactly one incoming edge. A node with outgoing edges is called
an ‘integral’ or ‘test-node’. All other nodes are called leaves [also known as terminal of decision nodes]. In a
decision tree, each internal node splits the instance space into two or more sub-spaces according to a creation
discrete function of the input attributes values. In the simplest and most frequent case, each test considers a
single attribute, such that the instance space is partitioned according to the attributes value. In the case of
numeric attributes, the condition refers to a range. Each leaf is assigned to one class representing the most
appropriate target value. Alternatively, the leaf may hold a probability vector indicating the probability of the
target attribute having a certain value. Instances are classified by navigating them from the root of the tree down
to a leaf, according to the outcome of the test along the path.

How to create a Decision Tree?
This is a graphic flow chart, a decision support tool that
represents the process of making a decision or a series of
decisions by using a tree-like graph or model of decision and
their possible consequences. One can learn how to make a
decision tree unique to one’s needs by identifying a problem
and either creating a basic decision three or a worry decision
tree.

Method 1: Identifying Problem
a) Identify the main decision one would like to make.
b) Brainstorm about variables associated with the decision.
c) Prioritize the listed variables.

Method 2: Creating a basic decision tree
a) Draw a circle or box on left end edge of the paper.
b) Create lines two to four, lines leading out from the first variable to represent an option of range of option
derived from that variable.
c) Draw circle of boxes at the end of each line to represent the next priority on the list of variables draw lines
radiating from those circles representing the next set of options.
d) Continue adding boxes and lines.

Method 3: Creating a worry decision tree
a) Understood the worry decision tree which helps to recognize what type of worries are having, turn worries
into problems that can be solved and decide when it is safe to ‘let go’ of worries.
b) Identify what you are worrying about to fix the issue first need to be clear about what the problem is.
c) Analyse if there is anything one can do to solve it ask what one can do right now.
This can be very well applied to decision area such as new product development, real estate development and
stores inventory level decisions. The decision maker to take a comprehensive view of all the alternates, to make
an evaluation of the uncertainty.
By A.P.Vora, Executive Secretary
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The Central Government of India has announced a new
digital payments app called BHIM based on the Unified
Payments Interface (UPI). The app is currently available
only on Android; so, iOS, Windows mobile users etc. are left
out. BHIM is also supposed to support Aadhaar-based
payments, where transactions will be possible just with a
fingerprint impression, but that facility is yet to roll out.

UPI, or Unified Payment Interface, is a payment
system that allows money transfer between any two
bank accounts by using a smartphone. UPI allows a
customer to pay directly from a bank account to
different merchants, both online and offline, without
the hassle of typing credit card details, IFSC code, or
net banking/wallet passwords.

What can BHIM app do?
BHIM is a digital payments solution app based on Unified Payments Interface (UPI) from the National Payments
Corporation of India (NPCI). If you have signed up for UPI based payments on your respective bank account, which
is also linked to your mobile number, then you will be able to use the BHIM app to conduct digital transactions. BHIM
app will let you send and receive money to other non-UPI accounts or addresses. You can also send money via IFSC
and MMID code to users, who don’t have a UPI-based bank account. Additionally, there is the option of scanning a
QR code and making a direct payment. Users can create their own QR code for a certain fixed amount of money, and
then the merchant can scan it and the deduction will be made.

BHIM app is like another mobile wallet?
No, BHIM app is not a mobile wallet. In case of mobile wallets like Paytm or MobiKwik you store a limited amount of
money on the app, that can only be sent to someone who is using the same wallet. So if I have a Paytm account it
won’t be possible for me to send money to someone on MobiKwik. But BHIM is based on UPI, which is the Universal
Payments Interface and thus linked directly to a bank account. Your friend, relative or even a merchant who you are
trying to pay does not necessarily need to be on the BHIM app. All they need is a bank account to receive the payment.
If they have UPI activated, you can just ask for their VPA or virtual payment address, and just make a payment to
that account. So for instance, if one have a VPA at SBI which could be called zyx@SBI, then he/she can just send that
bit of information and he/she can transfer it straight from BHIM. Otherwise there’s the option of IFSC code or MMID
for sending/ receiving money. The advantage is one do not need to remember any account number or share that with
anyone. This VPA is all that is needed to transfer funds. A maximum of Rs10,000 can be shared per transaction and
a total of Rs 20,000 can be sent within 24 hours.

The banks supported BHIM app
There is a pretty comprehensive list of banks that are supporting BHIM app for UPI-based payments. The list includes
Allahabad Bank, Andhra Bank, Axis Bank, Bank of Baroda, Bank of Maharashtra, Canara Bank, Catholic Syrian
Bank, Central Bank of India, DCB Bank, Dena Bank, Federal Bank, HDFC Bank, ICICI Bank, IDBI Bank, IDFC
Bank, Indian Bank, Indian Overseas Bank, IndusInd Bank, Karnataka Bank, Karur Vysya Bank, Kotak Mahindra
Bank, Oriental Bank of Commerce, Punjab National Bank, RBL Bank, South Indian Bank, Standard Chartered Bank,
State Bank of India, Syndicate Bank, Union Bank of India, United Bank of India, Vijaya Bank and it is increasing……

Work with BHIM to make payments.
BHIM lets you choose your preferred bank after it has verified your mobile number. The app sends an SMS via the
SIM in your phone. So, it is best if your phone has the same mobile number as the one that is linked to a bank account.
Make sure there is enough balance for BHIM to send out an SMS. In some case, customer have gotten device binding
failure, but after a couple of tries the app got synced in one of phones. The app will then ask you to set a passcode (4
digit), which you can choose. Keep something you don’t forget easily because you will need the code every time you
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open the app and to authenticate the transaction. Once that is done, the app will ask you to select from the relevant
bank. Choose your bank, if UPI is activated it will reflect the relevant account number, and you’ll be able to see an
option to send money, receive money, share via IFSC code. If UPI is not activated, you can just put in six digits of
your debit card and the expiry date. You then create a UPI pin. Once done, the app will let you perform the needed
functions. Then just click on send money. Type in the mobile number or bank VPA address. It will also verify the user
to whom you are sending the money. Type in the amount, and hit pay. You’ll need to enter your UPI pin to authenticate
the transaction. If your friend doesn’t have UPI, on top of the send money option, you will see three dots. Tap on that
and the ACCOUNT+IFSC option will open up. Put in the details there, and you’ll be able to transfer money.
The problem is that if your mobile number is linked to two accounts, you can only access one for now. If you want to
switch, you have to disable the selected one and go back to the bank selection option again. To transfer money you
just need your friend or even merchant’s mobile number or VPA which they should be able to give if they have a UPI
account.

How to check if my bank support?
According to NPCI’s own website, when UPI went live in August 2016, the list of banks with supporting apps on
Google Play Store looked like this: Andhra Bank, Axis Bank, Bank of Maharashtra, Bhartiya Mahila Bank, Canara
Bank, Catholic Syrian Bank, DCB Bank, Federal Bank, ICICI Bank, TJSB Sahakari Bank, Oriental Bank of
Commerce, Karnataka Bank, UCO Bank, Union Bank of India, United Bank of India, Punjab National Bank, South
Indian Bank, Vijaya Bank and YES Bank. HDFC bank’s Android app also started supporting UPI. Then in November,
SBI’s own UPI-support app called SBI Pay went live. So far thirty apps have signed up for UPI. Five other public
sector banks are yet to join the UPI interface. This is an issue because many people in India still have bank accounts
in a PSU. The other problem is that UPI based payments only work on Android phones, which means iOS users can
forget about conducting these sorts of transactions.

How to create a VPA for UPI on bank account?
First up you need to have the relevant mobile banking app. Make sure your mobile number is linked to your bank
account, and then go on to install your bank’s official app from the Google Play Store. Do check the developer, etc.
before installing because you need to make sure you are not downloading a malicious or fake app masquerading as
one from your bank. If unsure which is the right app, check with the bank about the same. Once you have the app
from a bank that supports UPI-based payments on Android, you’ll be able to locate a tab regarding UPI payments. In
this you can go and create a VPA, which is what will be used to conduct all UPI-based transactions. Keep VPA simple
so that you don’t forget it in the future; as we explained VPA will look something like this zxy@icici or zxy@sbi, etc.
depending on bank. Then create a UPI pin as well for conducting future transactions. After your VPA is created, you
will see options to send, receive money or pay via scanning QR code. If you have more than one bank account with the
same bank, you can also choose which one will be the default account for transactions via UPI. Essentially this VPA
is all you need to conduct a transaction, no need to put in a debit card when making payments to someone else. Even
mobile wallets like Paytm accepting loading via UPI, and given the government wants to promote this, do not be
surprised if more merchants starting accepting UPI soon.

A special about BHIM
BHIM also has options to transfer via IFSC, MMID as well for non-UPI banks. It also means the government has
decided to go with one app that will enable digital payments via UPI of course until everyone starts accepting and
activating UPI as a payment method, BHIM won’t be of use to a majority of people. Let’s not forget that Apple iOS
users are out of this system for now and that is a significant set of affluent users, who are likely doing a lot more
digital transactions than Android folks. It also means even if most merchants accept UPI, a user will still need a
smartphone, internet connectivity etc. to conduct transactions. In India, not everyone has a smartphone, and even
most smartphone users face poor connectivity problems. From an infrastructure point of view, it is a still long way to
go before BHIM becomes the default app for India’s 1 billion plus population. For now, BHIM is another app to
facilitate digital payments. Also, the Aadhaar-based payments part for BHIM is yet to full roll out.
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Step-by-step guide on how to use the app:
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.

Android users can download the application from Play Store by searching for
‘BHIM’. The app is not available for iOS users yet.
Install the application and choose your language. The app will prompt you to verify
your phone number using an SMS. Click on Next and wait for the verification
process to be completed.
Once the verification is complete, input a four digits’ passcode.
After a passcode is set, the app will ask you to select your bank. Once the bank is
selected, the app automatically picks up your details using your phone number.
Select the primary bank account that will be used for all your transactions.
The app displays three options — send, request and scan/pay. Transactions are
possible only between verified phone numbers.
To send money to someone, type in their phone
number and the amount to be transferred. The app
will prompt you to input your MPIN, usually a four or
a six-digit code that authenticates a mobile
transaction.
Likewise, you can request money from someone, using
their phone number.
The third option, scan & pay, allows users to transfer
money using a QR code, a two-dimensional black and
white barcode which can be decoded by a smartphone
or a tablet. Each phone number is assigned a QR code
which can be accessed under profile on the home
screen.
By Arpan Vachharajani
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